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FULL DETAILS OF NEW ADDITIONS - AUGUST 2017
DVD n THE SECRET ORIGIN OF COMMUNISM, BOLSHEVISM AND THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION - The Greatest
Holocaust in the History of Mankind. You must understand. The leading Bolsheviks who took over Russia were not Russians.
They hated Russians. They hated Christians. Driven by ethnic hatred they tortured and slaughtered millions of Russians
without a shred of human remorse. It was an invasion and conquest over the Russian people. More victims suffered horrific
crimes at their bloodstained hands than any people or nation ever suffered in the entirety of human history. It cannot be
understated. Bolshevism was the greatest human slaughter of all time. The fact that most of the world is ignorant of this
reality is proof that the global media itself is in the hands of the perpetrators. Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn (1918-2008),
Nobel-Prize-winner wrote - The worst genocide in history wasn't the Holocaust ... in fact, it was perpetrated by members of
the very same group of people who claim they were the victims of one. And it took the lives of 66 million (Solzhenitsyn's
estimate of those who perished between 1918 and 1957), not 6 million. An excellent examination of the real facts with lots
of precise detailed revelations. Few outside of Russia and the former USSR are aware of it, and that's the way the powers
that be in Western countries want to keep it. This was all bankrolled in large part by Kuhn, Loeb & Co., which later became
Lehman Brothers. Awesome. £10

DVD n HOLLOW EARTH: THE BIGGEST COVER UP - One of the most controversial hypothesis in science is “The
Hollow Earth” hypothesis. In recent years, science has become a sort of Religion. If something defies the logic, there is
no room for reason. The Hollow Earth hypothesis aims to change the narrative. Challenging our thoughts and ideas, the
concept requires an open mind. The theory proposes that the Planet Earth is entirely hollow, or that it contains
substantial interior space. This idea was dismissed in the 18th century by the scientific community. However, it is still
popular due to conspiracy theories and challenges to the scientific explanation. The belief dates back to ancient times,
when the concept of subterranean land appears in Greek Mythology. Greeks believed there were caverns under the surface
serving as entrances to the underworld. In Celtic mythology, on the other hand, the legend Cruachan claims that a cave is
the Ireland’s gate to Hell. The video documentary focuses more on science than on mythology. Anyway, an open mind is
required to fully grasp the concept. So sit back, relax and enjoy a roller coaster of a ride. £10

DVD n FUTURE INTELLIGENCE - Catch a first time glimpse at smart technology that will put android helpers in the
home, network commuters and link entire cities to the Web, and bring us entertainment systems that can virtually
make dreams come true. Advances in artificial intelligence are creating machines with near human-like mental agility.
Intelligence will be embedded everywhere - even in our clothing, thanks to smaller, more powerful computers. Soon,
we will be able to build computers with artificial intelligence and processing power that rivals the human brain.
Intelligence will be everywhere, in our clothing, our vehicles and homes. Intelligent robots will serve us - until they
don't feel like doing so anymore. And what happens then? £10
DVD n ETHNIC CLEANSING OF GERMANS: A FORGOTTEN GENOCIDE - The ethnic cleansing of Germans. Germans
migrated down the Danube in three major waves beginning more than 700 years ago, and settled in mountainous
areas of Bohemia and Moravia. These Ethnic Germans became very prosperous and those in Hungary, Romania and
Yugoslavia were known as Danube Swabians. In 1939 the Czech President expelled German minority to be executed
with utmost brutality resulting one million Germans losing their lives. Through interviews with survivors, the memory of
this sad period in human history is preserved, and hopefully provides peace to the souls lost. It is estimated that between
12 and 15 million ethnic Germans, including children, were systematically expelled, tortured, raped, put in camps, starved,
enslaved and executed after World War II from 1944-1948, and later. Their only crime was being German. These actions
were many cases government sanctioned and done in full knowledge of the victorious allies. To date, no one has ever been
held accountable & most do not know or do not acknowledge this genocide. A serious and damning expose. £10

DVD n PLUTOCRACY III: CLASS WAR - The early struggles of the working class are placed under a microscope
where we examine the origins of the growing economic divide. Without a doubt, the clashes between worker rights and
corporate interests are prominent in today's political and economic landscape, but they're not a modern phenomenon
by any means. These imbalances, and the wealth inequalities that have resulted in their wake, have existed for
generations. The filmmakers provide a searing portrait of the brave workers who fought for true democracy in the early
decades of the 20th century. The bulk of the film examines the impact of World War I on the labour movement, a conflict
that saw the slaughter and disfigurement of a generation. The war provided further evidence of the class divide. All of this
culminated in the rise of the Socialist / Labour Parties and the radical International Workers of the World organisation, as well
as the events of 1919, a year that saw 22.5% of the work force in strike mode. Also offers invaluable historical insights from
a panel of historians and labour advocates. Their deeply human narrative is assisted by a briskly edited barrage of stock
footage, archive materials, and other provocative imagery. Stirring stuff. £10
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